
BUGGY ABOUT KINDERGARTEN 

MRS. SURMEIER’S CLASS –OCT. 6, 2017 

Dear Parents,  

It has been a  busy week this week (do I ever 

say it has been slow?) and we learned so 

much.  I also began testing for the end of the 

quarter.  The children have grown so much, 

especially in their handwriting and they laugh 

at how they used to write.   The kids are also 

really learning their sight words and are very 

eager to point one out whenever they see it.  It 

is fun to watch them grow. This week’s Jour-

ney’s reading lesson is pages 11 and 12 which 

can be found through the link on the main kin-

dergarten website.  Enjoy 

Happy birthday to my October babies! 

Alison– Oct 13 

James– Oct 20 

Religion:  This week we learned about 

the Bible.  We learned that it is God’s 

word and always true.  We also 

learned that the Bible is made up of 

two parts, the Old and New 

Testament; and it is very important to 

listen to and read the Bible so we can 

grow closer to God. A great gift for 

Christmas may be a children’s Bible if 

your child does not already own one. 

 

Patterns Galore– such fun we had as we made  patterned Hallow-

een chains which are hanging in our room and played with our 

manipulatives to make patterns. Are we patterned out?  No way!  

But the chapter is now over so we must move on anyway.  Contin-

ue to have fun with patterns at home and watch how your chil-

dren notice patterns all around you.   

 

Skills to Practice:  As testing for the quarter is well underway, 

please take time to make sure your child can identify all their 

letters (uppercase and lowercase) and numbers 0-10.  Also, have 

them count objects for you moving one at a time.  Have them 

count as high as they can go but at least to 25.  Additionally, your 

child should be able to count orally to 25 (without using manipu-

latives).  I have noticed many of the children are reverting to the 

pre-kindergarten pencil hold, please watch as your child writes 

at home and encourage them to pinch-pinch rest 

Sight words: I, like, the, and, see (next week’s word)   These will 

be tested as well. 

 

Reading this week was about helping others and things which help 

us.  We read “The Little Red Hen” and learned that a fable is meant 

to teach us a lesson.  The lesson we learned?  It is much better if 

everyone works together and working together makes jobs much 

more fun.  We read an informational text called “The Handiest 

Things in the World” about how tools can help our hands do even 

more but hands are still the best for showing love.  Lastly, we read 

Stone Soup.   The skill we are working on is asking questions about 

what  is being read and main idea/details.   

Our new alphafriend this week was Sammy Seal (you can google the 

song) and we are identifying words which begin with /m/ and/s/.   

Other things we are learning: Can you believe there is more?  Peri-

ods, capitalizing the beginning of a sentence and action words! 


